I think youth violence affected my life because when kids fight in school we have to stop learning and waste our time just to see how other kids fight for something that they didn't have to fight. They waste my time, their time, and the teacher's time. This is how youth violence affect my life of education.

The causes of youth violence are that when people fight one time they think that they did the right thing to solve their problems and that's not the right thing because if they didn't fight one time they will continue to do it. A way to solve a problem is to talk like real persons not like animals tell each other what they think then take a decision and solve the problem.

Another cause of youth violence is that when people fight one time they will do it again and that affect people's lives. Like people killing other people with guns and other things. Violence can kill people because violence is not the right thing to solve their problems.

We should talk to the President and argue about what we should do to stop the youth violence and how we should show other people how youth violence affect theirs life and other people lives.
There are some reasons how youth violence affected my life. And some evidence of what are the causes of youth violence and some ideas of what will should do to stop the violence because we don't know if we could get kill tomorrow or in one week just because the youth violence. The president really need to do something when we are in the street alone we have to be careful guns are dangerous but some in their bag or whatever they have in their pants when they in the street for example the old people.